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Call for papers 

Second issue of the Happiness Law Review 

 

After the publication of the first issue of the review (http://www.oib-france.com/revue-juridique-du-

bonheur/), on March 20
th

, 2019, at the occasion of the World Day of Happiness, the International 

Observatory of Happiness is pleased to launch the 2
nd

 call for papers for the Happiness Law 

Review. 

In this context, authors interested in the question of the right to/of happiness are invited to propose 

papers to disseminate innovative solutions formulated by international, national or local authorities 

around the world, whether through regulations, laws, constitutions, court decisions, customary rules 

or soft law tools. Contributions developing theoretical aspects of this emerging right are also 

welcome. 

The Happiness Law Review is intended to welcome reflections from specialists in different legal 

fields, about all legal traditions and all geographical areas, whose purpose is the search or 

fulfillment of happiness by law. The contributions can be proposed in French, English or Spanish, in 

order to allow the participation of as many researchers as possible. 

Two novelties are introduced in this second issue of the journal. 

First, the establishment of thematic reports which, alongside the other contributions, will focus 

the reflection on a particular question. The theme chosen for this issue is "Happiness and 

Solidarity", the latter notion being understood in a broad sense (social, economic, ecological, 

intergenerational solidarity ...). 

The second novelty is the creation of a section reserved for "junior" lawyers, that is to say law 

students (excluding PhD students), wishing to contribute to the reflection on the right to/of 

happiness. Students' papers will be submitted to members of the newly established "junior" editorial 

board, composed of PhD students. 

 

Contribution proposals: 

The Happiness Law Review is then intended to welcome any publication proposal related to law 

and happiness: contribution in the context of the thematic reports, open themes, fieldwork feedback, 

legislations and / or court decisions updates. It is also possible to review books or papers related to 

law and happiness.  

Researchers and practitioners are invited to submit their proposals by November 15, 2019. 

The submissions will be peer-reviewed by two anonymous members of the Scientific committee (or, 

if necessary, external experts). 

Contributors are kindly asked to follow editorial guidelines listed in the document "Submission 

Guidelines" attached in the message. 

Proposals should be sent to Carine David, editorial director, at the following address: 

revuejuridiquedubonheur@oib-france.com 

http://www.oib-france.com/revue-juridique-du-bonheur/
http://www.oib-france.com/revue-juridique-du-bonheur/
mailto:revuejuridiquedubonheur@oib-france.com


 

Editorial Board of the Journal 

 

 

Members of the editorial board of the Happiness Law Review: 

 

 Jose Maria Cueto, European Union, Paraguay Delegation 

 Annoussamy David, Honorary Judge (India), Member of the Outremer Academy of Sciences 

(France); 

 Félicien Lemaire, Professor, University of Angers; 

 Jean-Pierre Marguénaud, Professor, University of Limoges ; 

 Barthélémy Mercadal, Professor Emeritus, Vice President and Secretary General of IDEF; 

 Isabella Micali Drossos, Barrister, Sao Paulo, Brazil; 

 Eric Naim Gesbert, Professor, University of Toulouse 1 Capitole; 

 Guylène Nicolas, Associate Professor, Aix Marseille University ; 

 Michel Prieur, Professor Emeritus, University of Limoges; 

 Bruno Py, Professor, University of Nancy; 

 Kishor Uprety, International Lawyer. 

 

 

 

Junior Editorial Board of the Journal 

 

Members of the Junior Editorial Board of the Happiness Law Review: 

 

 - Urdine Darius (Saint-Lucia), PhD student, University of French West Indies 

 - Pierre Negrel (France), PhD student, University of Angers 

 - Ornella Seigneury (France), PhD student, University of New Caledonia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Submission Guidelines 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Text format 

 

Articles should be sent to: revuejuridiquedubonheur@oib-france.com, to the attention of the editorial board. 

 
∞ First page: 

 

 The date of proposal of the article; 

 The title of the text; 

 A summary (500 to 800 characters including spaces); 

 5 to 10 keywords, identifying the content of the article; 

 The names and surnames (in full) of the authors and their full contact details. 

 

 
∞ Length of contributions: 

 

 The thematic contributions will be between 30,000 and 50,000 characters including spaces, 

bibliography and first page included. 

 The fieldwork feedbacks, legislations and / or court decisions updates will comprise between 10 

000 and 25 000 signs including spaces, bibliography and first page included. 

 Book reviews will range from 5,000 to 10,000 characters including spaces. 

 
 

∞ Format: 

 

 The text is sent in MSWord format, font "Times New Roman", size 12, line spacing 

 1.15. 1st line withdrawal 1.25. No line break between paragraphs but 6-point spacing between 

each paragraph. 

 Note calls appear in the text with continuous numbering and notes are placed at the bottom of 

the relevant page. 

 Abbreviations, acronyms and abbreviations are spelled out in words at the first occurrence. 

 The text must not include any style, highlight, bold character, tab, spacing between paragraphs, 

and so on. The pages are not numbered. 

 The subdivisions of the text follow the international numbering (1., 1.1., 1.1.1., ...). 

 
∞ Quotations: 

 

 Citations in the body of the text are enclosed in quotation marks and in italics. They are 

followed, in parentheses, by the name of the author, the year of publication and the number of 

the page cited. 
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